2022 APS Interim Meeting agenda & resources

Nov. 11 | 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Hawaii Standard Time (HST) | Hawai‘i Convention Center, Honolulu

Information about the 2022 APS Interim Meeting will be provided as it becomes available. For information about the House of Delegates meeting visit the Interim Meeting of the HOD page.

Registration

Health & safety protocol

All attendees must attest during the registration process that they have at least completed the primary series vaccination and one booster. Attendees are strongly encouraged to be up to date with their COVID-19 vaccinations (per CDC recommendations in effect on Sept. 2, 2022) as authorized or approved by the Food and Drug Administration, or for international guests, the World Health Organization.

- Medical exemptions will be honored.
- No other exemptions will be allowed.

Visit the health and safety protocol page for additional information on requirements.

Travel, hotel and child care

Visit the travel, hotel and child care page to reserve a room, book a flight, find out about child care and more.
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**Education sessions**

Information on education sessions and available CME opportunities will be posted once available.

**Become an APS member**

While any AMA member may attend APS meetings, only APS members are permitted to make motions, vote and so forth. Additionally, with APS membership you can:

- Play a role in AMA policy development related to undergraduate, graduate and continuing medical education?
- Participate in relevant educational sessions on cutting-edge topics of interest to academic physicians
- Seek election to the APS Governing Council
- Network with academic physician colleagues nationwide
- Join your fellow AMA-member deans and faculty from a wide range of medical schools, graduate medical education programs and academic health systems nationwide and take advantage of professional development and leadership opportunities both within the AMA and in medical education accreditation and certification bodies.

Email fred.lenhoff@ama-assn.org to learn more and request the membership application form.

**AMA meeting app**

Find instructions on downloading and accessing the app for the 2022 Interim Meeting.